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The Vomo ST Helps Wired Devices Enjoy the Freedom of
Being Wireless

Canada based CE firm, Western Leaf, releases a wireless Bluetooth adapter that
resolves the love/hate relationship between the user and the wire. 

Calgary, Alberta - Western Leaf Electronics (http://wleaf.com)

- announces a new wireless adapter as a part of their recently

updated VOMO line of products, the Vomo ST.  This smart little

device will allow users to take any wired headset or earbuds and

give them wireless Bluetooth functionality with a range of 10

meters.  This tiny device is the perfect solution for bandwidth

restricted connections.

Like with other products in the VOMO series, users can expect to

enjoy their audio with the best in aptX coding and 6th generation

CVC noise reduction and echo cancellation technology. 

Handheld calling is made easy directly from the Vomo ST and users

can quickly set up the device and listen to their favorite music

through the car speakers without having to directly plug in their

smartphone or tablet.

The Vomo ST has a sturdy clip that attaches easily to clothing, providing maximum portability and making

it a great solution for sports and all other types of active indoor and outdoor activities.

The Vomo ST wireless Bluetooth adapter are a new part of the VOMO series product-line that Western Leaf

is concurrently launching in North America and the Middle East. It's available for purchase on Amazon (http://

amzn.to/1o15WUf), as well as select retailers in Middle East (including: http://tejuri.com, http://MarkaVIP

and http://souq.com)

About Western Leaf Electronics:
Western Leaf Electronics, Inc. (http://www.wleaf.com) began with the sole mission of providing user-focused

products, instead of blindly following ephemeral technology trends or competitive pricing models. Their

vision is to create products that truly enhance our lives and allow us to express our unique individuality and

intelligence. Through years of research and consumer feedback, they have launched their initial product-

line of tablets, speakers and smartphones. The company was established in 2003 in Toronto, Ontario (Canada)

and opened an office in Houston, TX (USA) in 2010, followed by a branch office in Dubai (UAE) in 2013.
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